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AutoMedic’s new location along Harrison Avenue behind the Stroehmann Bakery provides easier access along with affordable
prices.

New location to better serve customers
AutoMedic has moved to a
new location to better serve customers and still provide the highest quality repair work on cars,
trucks, motorcycles or other
rides. Owner Mark Lentz said the
new location, behind the
Stroehmann Bakery, along Harrison Avenue, provides a larger
facility to help provide fast, reliable premium service at an affordable price.
“I strive to provide the best
price I can,” Lentz said. “I try to
keep the cost as low as possible
and use computer estimates so
there is no guesswork or surprises.”
The new facility features a
three stall garage where automobile repair takes place and a sep-

arate section dedicated solely to
motorcycle work. AutoMedic is
one of the only Harley-Davidson
repair shops in the area.
The business provides a wide
variety of catalogs and provide
numerous parts accessories to
spruce up any two-wheel ride.
Lentz provides Rush Exhausts
and OEM Harley-Davidson parts
to help customize motorcycles.
AutoMedic is also an authorized
Klock Werks dealer.
AutoMedic also has the capabilities to run diagnostic tests to
find out why a “check engine”
light comes on on Harley-Davidsons He has motorcycle maintenance materials, such as oil,
filters and gaskets.
Lentz also provides fast and

AutoMedic Owner Mark Lentz will work on foreign and domestic automobiles in addition to Harley-Davidson Motorcycles.

affordable automotive repair.
AutoMedic provides coolant
flushes, air conditioning repair
and makes use of computer diagnostics to remedy problems that
could arise. Lentz and AutoMedic also have the ability to
do emission error tests with its
Evaporative Emissions Machine.
The new facility is also
equipped with a hydraulic lift
that allows for Lentz to work
faster and access hard to reach
areas underneath vehicles.
Lentz said he works on European autos including BMW,
Volkswagen and Mercedes Benz,
as well as Asian and domestic
vehicles. Lentz also will work
with after market auto warranty
companies, and has worked with

Geico’s motorcycle insurance.
The new facility has also allowed Lentz to expand his business. AutoMedic is also an
official West Virginia vehicle inspection station and also installs
new tires.
Lentz is also a member of the
Automotive Service Association.
“I provide a quick turnaround
and try to get people’s vehicles
back to them as soon as possible,” Lentz said. “I will do anything, really, except body work.
I try to do whatever I can for a
customer.”
AutoMedic is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. For more information
call AutoMedic at 304-6368806.

AutoMedic’s new location provides more room that allowed
owner Mark Lentz to expand the services offered to cutomers.

